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Eros, C’est la Vie
In 1920, Marcel Duchamp, largely considered the father of conceptual art, collaborated
with Man Ray in the creation of a female alter-ego for Duchamp: Rrose Sélavy. The artists
intended the name as a pun on the French pronunciation “Eros, C’est la Vie” which translate
to “Love [or Sex], It is Life.”. As with all things, Duchamp aimed to break barriers, test cultural
boundaries and re-think, if not fully deconstruct, how we view art, the world and ourselves.
Exactly one century later, I find myself in a time and place where no one would think twice
were they to see Rrose Sélavy walk down the street. Who hasn’t seen a cis man wearing
(and pulling off ) a gorgeous dress on Capitol Hill in this city? Certainly, we still have miles
to go before the queer community can begin to envision equality as a reality. This is, of
course, especially true for trans people and queer people of color. But still, it is something
vital and beautiful to celebrate Pride month as part of the LGBTQ+ community and to
reflect on the progress that has been made.
As we have seen time and time again, progress necessarily follows representation. Queer
visibility in the arts means everything, which is why an exhibition celebrating queer
artwork and artists seems particularly appropriate—to reflect on our history as well as find
hope for the future.
To continue supporting our community, Gallery 110 will be donating proceeds from sales
from the exhibition to Gay City, a non-profit that provides invaluable resources and health
services to Seattle’s LGBTQ+ population. Perhaps now, more than ever, it is critical that we
support artists and organizations like Gay City. It is my hope that Eros, C’est la Vie will do
both.
Trevor Doak
Director, Gallery 110

Joseph Abbati, Jock, acrylic on canvas, 24” x 24”

Joseph Abbati

Jock is part of a series of paintings titled “Queeries.” These paintings are an inquiry on the
masculine figure and forms of expression from a queer point of view.
The paintings in Joseph’s work use graphic lines, contour, and figures. The outlines of
the figures in the paintings are sometimes placed off-register like in printmaking. This
produces a visual vibration and depth to the figures that contrast to the flatness of the
painting. The paintings reference Joseph’s history and experience working in graphic
design.

Brandin Barón, Artist’s Reconfiguration of Castaigne’s The Miner’s Ball, II, silkscreen on
parchment with ink, gouache and enamel, 12” x 16”

Brandin Barón

Both of my accepted images are part of a group of work entitled I
Wanna B a Cowboy (2018-20) in which I’m interested in dissecting
embodiments of naturalistic and fantasized Southwestern cowboy
imagery, focusing on the gay/bisexual/trans and multicultural
bodies who aspire to “cowboy” avatars. In this visual analysis,
I’m interested in widening the diversity of portrayals of these
nationalistic/folk masculine tropes.

Brandin Barón, Reconfiguration of Remington’s The Parley, I (white horse), assemblage,
13” x 12” x 9”

Brandin Barón (cont)

Keith Buswell, Ribeye, screen print, 28” x 34”

Keith Buswell

Eric Chan, Lion’s Head Beef Ball, oil painting on wood panel, 16” x 16”

Eric Chan

My artwork combines ink line drawing and oil painting on
reclaimed wood panels - with each piece possessing a unique
dimension and variety of colors and textures in its knots, grain,
and pores. There is no standard blank white surface from which
I might begin to express the way people like us (who live in the
margins of the margins and in the intersections of compounding
oppression) exist and experience a world that comprehensively,
pervasively, institutionally, and subliminally erases, exploits,
demoralizes, and disfavors us. So instead, I choose to center and
celebrate us.

Eric Chan, Dream of the Fisherman’s Husband, oil painting on wood panel, 11” x 18”

Eric Chan, The Barbarian King and His Concubines, oil painting on wood panel, 15” x 18”

Eric Chan (cont)

Jesse Egner, Untitled I from ‘Disidentifications’ series, C-print, 24” x 39”

Jesse Egner, Untitled II from ‘Disidentifications’ series, C-print, 24” x 39”

Jesse Egner

This series explores queer disidentification—How LGBTQ
individuals in different communities and social environments
construct, engage in, and practice their own disidentities not
bound by any existing structure. Queer identities exist in a state of
dynamism, always with the potential of change but can also exist
in a state of stability. Constant deconstruction and reconstruction
of self is something LGBTQ people engage in regularly, particularly
those who do not fit into the standards of homonormativity. To
“queer” your identity is not to create a counter identity—Rather,
it is to disidentify entirely and remove yourself from any existing
framework. The uncanny and playful performative acts in these
photographs represent the precarious nature of queer identity
and the vast potential it has to form, transform, and reform. This
series explores disidentification, self-representation, and the
fluidity of becoming, as well as call attention to the struggles from
which disidentification is manifested—The gaze, the oppression,
the self-doubt, and the self-destruction.

Lindsay Garcia, Cheese Balls in the Age of..., single-channel video

Lindsay Garcia

Lindsay Garcia is a socially engaged feminist artist who works
in video, performance, social practice, poetry, and scholarly
intervention. Her work engages with anti-racist, interspecies,
queer, and feminist materialisms. She is an Instructor of Literature
and Media Studies at Ringling College of Art and Design.
Garcia received an PhD from William & Mary (American Studies,
2020), an MFA from SUNY Purchase (Visual Arts, 2014), an MA from
Sotheby’s Institute of Art (Contemporary Art, 2009), and a BFA
from Rhode Island School of Design (Sculpture, 2006). She has
exhibited her artwork from coast-to-coast and internationally.
The artist lives and works in St. Petersburg, Florida with her wife
and collaborator and their tiny poodle.

Lindsay Garcia, Cyborg-Goddess, single-channel video

Lindsay Garcia (cont)

Joe Griffin-Janey, Inspiration Strikes, acrylic on canvas, 42” x 36”

Joe Griffin-Janey

When my husband and I moved from Grover Beach, CA to
Bellingham, WA it was the realization of a dream. Four years prior,
we had taken a road trip from Pismo Beach, CA to Vancouver,
B.C. to see a Madonna concert. The dusty landscape gave way to
forest and mountains, which felt like a comforting dream. Right
now, home is in the Pacific NW. However I feel limiting life to any
set geographical location is depressing. Inspiration Strikes was
created on a balmy sunny day in Bellingham... natural light with
studio windows open. During this process I could hear the hum of
lawn mowers and small talk between neighbors. It felt so good
making this abstract piece, focusing my thoughts on nothing.
Banishing all analytics with the hope of creating something I
could be proud of.

Joe Griffin-Janey, Institutionalized, acrylic on canvas, 40” x 30”

Joe Griffin-Janey

As a corrections RN I have found that the LGBTQ community is not
confined to the public sphere. It’s also within our prisons and state
hospitals in which this painting was inspired. Completed in 2018
while working at Atascadero Forensic State Hospital in California
around Christmas of that year, I tried to capture the isolation
of the individuals housed there. I thought about how at one time
gay men where placed there for conversion therapy up until the
1980’s. The building has a haunted feeling that is reflected in the
patients and staff. Atascadero is a universe onto itself cloistered
away from the rest of the world. For the individuals occupying it,
the new normal has been and will always remain the same.

Clementine Hage, Sam, archival pigment print, 13” x 20”

Clementine Hage

Heterosexuality is expected in our society; when we discover
someone to be different we become uncomfortable. We need to
dismantle this discomfort.
When you think of gender, sexuality is close to follow. We are
taught to believe that the two are closely related. Because we are
conditioned to relate gender and sexuality, there are strict societal
expectations for how each gender should identify sexually and how
they should present themselves.
When you step outside the realm of heteronormativity, you are
discriminated against because you are defying your gender roles. The
problem is not whom we are attracted to, but how that breaks the
bounds of gender.
This photo is from a series titled Bounds. The goal of this series is
to highlight individuals who do not identify with a binary gender
or the sexuality restraints that come with it. I personally fall within
this category, but I also hold many privileges that shadow my view
and do not fully showcase the story of others within the spectrum.
I want this to be an opportunity to learn about the vast spectrum
of sexuality and gender. I sat with people of different experiences,
views, and ideals in hopes to capture the importance of individuality.

JW Harrington, Carrier & Amber, acrylic on hardwood panel, 12” x 12”

JW Harrington, Midas & Interruption, acrylic on hardwood panel, 12” x 12”

JW Harrington

JW Harrington is a painter, social-science professor, and trained
baritone, living, working and painting in Tacoma, Washington.
Using acrylic on canvas or hardwood panels, he paints abstract
works: some using strict, “rational” patterns of complementary
colors; and some using intuitive composition. He also paints
portraits and animated landscapes motivated by the vibrant
beauty of the Puget Sound region.
Harrington serves as Professor of Urban Studies at the University
of Washington Tacoma. He was born in South Carolina, educated
at Harvard University and the University of Washington, and has
worked on east and west coasts of the U.S. He’s studied painting
and drawing with Sandy Bricel Miller in Seattle. His work has been
shown in Seattle at the Red Ochre Studio, ARTS at King Street
Station, the UW Tower, Gallery 110, and the 2017 and 2020 Artist
Trust fundraising auction; in Tacoma on the Tacoma Art Month
studio tour, and at the Tahoma Center Gallery in Tacoma. The
City of Tacoma has purchased two of his works through a juried
competition.

JW Harrington, Nightwave I, acrylic on canvas, 9” x 12”

JW Harrington, Expulsion & Triumphant Crimson, acrylic on canvas, 24” x 24”

JW Harrington (cont)

Justin O’Keith Higgs, Hmm, photography and body art, (giclee print on canvas), 30” x
20”

Justin O’Keith Higgs

I developed my own genre of art called Selcouth+Meraki.
Selcouth is defined as unfamiliar, rare, strange, yet marvelous.
Meraki is called the soul, creativity, or love put into something;
the essence of yourself that is put into your work. I have taken
two genres, photography and body art, and have combined them
into something groundbreaking. I use humans as my canvas and
apply my paint to create them into living, unique pieces of art.
Once washed away, it will never exist again. Each piece is custom
tailored to tell the story of my model or to make a very strategic
societal or political statement. The mission of my work is to start
conversations on very sensitive topics. I want my audience to
understand that while we as a society focus on the things that
make us different, in the end we are a lot more alike than we
wish to admit. I use my work to platform the adversities faced by
people of color and members of the LGBTQ+ community. My work
brings a glimpse into our world and the challenges we face as
Americans.

Justin O’Keith Higgs, Pride, photography and body art, (giclee print on canvas), 30” x
20”

Justin O’Keith Higgs (cont)

Justin W. John, “One Gallon”, acrylic, latex and ink, 12” x 12”

Justin W. John

As a cisgender homosexual male artist in the twenty-first century, I often find myself still
searching for what feels like the right way of representing myself and my art, especially
in the lens of social media. I have found myself compartmentalizing my life and often
stuck in the cycle of which parts to express. At times I’ve avoided bringing up my
sexuality altogether, but then find it bursting at the seams to come out. As an artist and
as a gay person, I hold myself to a particular responsibility for continuing our dialogue.
As our society begins to become more inclusive and as the spectrum of humanity’s
light brightens, I hope to encourage others to keep breaking down doors of hate and
intolerance.
Interpersonal relationships, textual translations, and pixelated information make up our
evolving social normative models, mine being no different. I often search for patterns
behind the process. Reflection, distortion, emotion litter my process with random synaptic
firings like land mines, but it’s all a necessary means to connect the dots in my attempt to
form a connection. I see it as this type of kaleidoscope where I examine the mundane dayto-day, where I find beauty in the banal or miserable. As a way of acceptance, rather than
ignorance, then pushing past and moving beyond.
Of the Artist’s Bucket Series:
My buckets live in the crass end of the neighborhood. They’re my modern remix version of
Andy Warhol’s soup cans based on slang the kids these days. When you break it down, it’s
pretty vulgar; however, I think there’s been a moment or two in all our lives that we can all
relate to the desperation, yearning, and desire.

Morgan Johnson, The Empty Chair, oil on canvas, 16” x 20”

Morgan Johnson

My work is often considered ‘outsider’ art as I am self-taught and wasn’t supervised or
directed vis a vis a master painter or an established art school. Because my interests
extend well beyond a specific style or subject, my artwork stands on its own though
I have employed various ‘isms’ to convey my awe of the subject. And of course I have
been influenced by what I’ve researched and seen, and have thus employed a variety of
techniques to establish my talent, and further my challenge of self. My one guiding principle
has been the pursuit of beauty and capturing the poetic moments of being.
I started painting at age eight, about the time I began to see myself as apart from norm.
Every child experiences this sense of separateness; art has been my vehicle of investigation,
and thus my way to convey the world I understand. Any component of identity I discovered
hence influenced what I created, whether it was my Welsh heritage, my being a white
male, my homosexuality, or the fact that I grew up in southern California, the son of movie
industry parents. This, too, is true of all artists: we all bring a unique understanding of
maturation, grow, success and failure. However, none of it matters as much as the choices
we are able to make along the way. Success is not who you are but what you do.
The Empty Chair is easily interpreted. It is also vague enough that it will mean different
things to different people, based on their experiences, dreams, and realities. For some it will
resonate with loneliness and despair. Others might see the significant loss of a loved one, an
unfulfilled wish or a waning apprehension within an otherwise bright outlook. It could be a
political vacancy or the ghost of hope. Whatever the viewer receives is legitimate.

Morgan Johnson, Afternoon Shadows, oil on canvas, 12” x 16”

Morgan Johnson, At Home in Nature, oil on canvas, 24” x 36”

Morgan Johnson (cont)

Forrest Lawson, Heterize, silk screen print, cardstock, ampoule, holy water & vinyl

Forrest Lawson

I take an interdisciplinary approach to my visual arts practices as a means to
mimic and create awareness of the intersectionality within the vast Queer
network and the shared traumas within these communities. Merle Miller, in his
essay On Being Different (1971), describes Queer people as “fellow aliens with no
place to register” (16) and goes on to describe their longing to create bonds with
fellow Queer “aliens” through their shared traumas and experiences. As a gay man,
I became interested in engaging the LGBTQ+ community as a means to develop
a sense of self and solidarity, registering within my community and allowing
others to do the same. I have shifted focus towards creating work that acts as
a platform for activism and education, relying on the participation from Queer
people to create complex narratives about resiliency in opposition to systemic
and enduring violence.
Heterize is a fictionalized pharmaceutical drug based on research from within
churches that practice pseudoscientific reparative therapies. Reparative therapy
is still legal in 32 states (2019) but has been widely discredited by the American
Psychology Association and proven to be detrimental to the mental health of
LGBTQ+ individuals who are forced, or willingly participate, into conversion
therapy. Heterize confronts the absurdity of conversion therapy with its own
absurdity.

Julian Peña, Most Masc Man, acrylic paint and Mylar pigment on canvas, 48” x 36”

Julian Peña

Julian Peña is drawn towards Japanese art influences due to growing up in
a Japanese home in a suburban town and his experiences with anime and
manga. His history of being by-products of American cultural assimilation
and ambiguous biracial identity, as a member of the LGBTQ community
and a 1.5-generation resident, feeds his art through visual storytelling. His
utopian worlds is his answer to the anxiety-inducing Post-Internet world
we live in, filled with hyper-colored characters that invites the viewers to
engage in escapism and fantasy along with the artist.
The artist demonstrates meticulous processes, with his use of color and
prismatic palettes that borders on the obsessive. The surfaces of his
paintings are riddled with different decorative textures ranging from
reflective to iridescent. Gold leaf and mineral pigments, historically used
in Japanese art, are some of the materials he uses to achieve rich surfaces.
Peña also sands the canvas surface smooth to allow for the precision of
sharp and graphic edges in his art, which is attained by screen-printing
with graphic design techniques. He interprets the meaning of his works as
the whimsical and bizarre, while other times serious and banal.

Julian Peña, Self-Portrait (Samsara), acrylic, silver leaf, patina and foil on canvas, 36” x 36”

Julian Peña (cont)

Rachel Schott, Forget How You Remembered Me, oil paint on canvas, 29” x 33”

Rachel Schott

I create work dealing with the complexities of gender identity. Although
the two terms are often wrongfully used interchangeably, gender is a social
construct that exists independently of biological sex. It is an internal sense of
self, feeling as though you are a man, woman, neither, or a combination of the
two. Gender identity differs additionally from gender expression, which is the
ways an individual presents themselves to the world through mannerisms,
clothing, and appearance. This open portrayal can range from masculine to
feminine, with infinite androgynous expressions in between. Western cultures
lack acknowledgment of identities that are discordant, that is, individuals
whose gender expressions do not correspond to their gender identities.
With little media representation, and high amounts of negative social stigma
that gender nonconforming individuals face, life becomes a chaotic mess of
struggle.
I want to understand what it means to be a masculine female in a cultural
society that enforces binary thinking. I distinctly remember being reminded
throughout childhood that playing with Power Rangers, wearing swim trunks,
and playing football are for boys and therefor my participation in these
activities was forbidden. I eventually conformed to societal expectations, but
the more I fell in line the more I questioned my gender identity. This caused
a severe amount of distress in my life. Through higher education I became
informed on the lack of alignment that may exist between gender identity and
gender expression. This discovery served as a catalyst for my work.

Yongqi Tang, Scar, Trace, oil on canvas, 72” x 48”

Yongqi Tang

Artist Statement: This is one of the five paintings in my Scar, Trace project.
Diagnosed severe scoliosis at 12, I began a grim journey with the deformity
which ended with a painful major surgery in 2016. The surgery left a long scar
on my back. When I was dressed, people only saw a young Chinese lady in fine
clothes. They might never know that under the dress there was a twisted and
distorted spine, but still they would judge me depending on my appearance.
It is quite similar to my sexuality. As a bisexual woman, people tend to see
me as heterosexual, and I feel my homosexual side is often ignored. Through
my work, I also want to question a phenomenon: people like to rely on
stereotypes and biases when they judge outgroups because they usually
ignore the individual differences and their internal struggles. Those
stereotypes are usually superficial, oversimplified, and inaccurate. By
doing this, they dehumanize them as if those minorities are different from
themselves. Everyone has their own struggle, and it is often hidden. Most of
the time we just see the tip of the iceberg. That is why we cannot judge others
just with their appearances.

Eric Theodore, Awoken, charcoal on paper, 11” x 14”

Eric Theodore

My idea for this drawing was a person being awoken from a dream or perhaps
a nightmare. Is he relieved to be awoken, or is the reality of his present
something he fears awaking to?

Noah S. Thompson, The Gentle Wind, archival pigment print, 9” x 6”

Noah S. Thompson

Noah S. Thompson is a Philadelphia-based artist and storyteller who uses
literature and aesthetics through photographic processes and works on paper
to explore the “queer zeitgeist.” Their work focuses on the spectral image
and ethereal landscapes as a way to move through time in search of the
sublime, the Romantic spirit. As our world grapples seemingly endless notions
of belonging and what it means to be human, Noah explores “the natural
theatre” in all its forms as an atemporal stage through which we can navigate
the romance between the heaviness of our reality and the ephemeral
nature of photography, and thereby discover our own truths, our own stories.
This “atemporal portrait” represents one of many stories of queer identity, a
visual and cultural phenomenon subject to scrutiny and shifting from enigma
to phantom, specimen, and between pervert and person, something outside
of existence in which we must define our own ways of being.

Sandra Chen Weinstein, Hype Japan, archival pigment print, 24” x 20”

Sandra Chen Weinstein

I was attending Tokyo Rainbow Pride during working on my project Transcend
in 2019. I met several “crosssplayers” at the park who dress up or design
themselves like character from anime, cartoons, comic books, manga,
television series, and video games. Crossplay has been popular since the
1990s in Japanese youth culture owing to the abundance of male characters
in manga having delicate or androgynous features. Thousands from the
Japanese LGBT community and its supporters came out and attend this annual
celebration.

Eleanor Wightman, Bismuth Pendant, Bismuth (Bi) sterling silver copper

Eleanor Wightman
Born and raised in the furnace of modern industry in the middle of England,
growing up I was introduced to metalwork and welding by my Father and
shown artistic independence by my leather-worker Mother. They were my
earliest inspirations as I watched my Father became a Rolls Royce-certified
engineer and my Mother work in the local leather industry known for
supplying Queen Elizabeth II with handbags and saddles. I spent most of my
childhood exploring local industrial landscapes forged by long abandoned
mines - still occasionally surrendering their iron treasures – which today
inspires me to create art that embraces the beauty and duality between the
modern and industrial.
My educational journey began at an arts college in England in 1994 and more
recently includes classes with Danica Design in Seattle, Tacoma Metal Arts
Center, and with Jessica Rose at the Jeweler’s Academy, London.
I stand behind equality in everything. I am a proud LGBTQ+ supporter and an
even prouder step-in mama to a special Q human.
Bismuth. Bi. Element 83.
Bismuth, when melted and cooled, produces an amazing iridescent patina. A
rainbow of colors showing the pure beauty of nature in all its glory; a nature
beyond eternal and unrestricted by fleeting concepts of fear, hate, ignorance
and intolerance.
Each crystal has been lovingly hand grown and selected carefully by me
personally.

Nikka Wolfenbarger, Just When I Thought I Was Safe, embroidery floss on canvas, 6” x 6”

Nikka Wolfenbarger

In 2017 I taught myself how to embroider. The repetition and methodical
practice came naturally after growing up with my grandmother who taught
me how to sew and crochet. She influenced me with her ability to mend not
only clothing, but people as well.
While my grandmother showered me with patience and unconditional love
in one household, I was being verbally and emotionally abused in a second
home and sexually abused in a third. As a result I adopted art as a young
person to cope with, and temporarily escape from, my trauma. As an adult,
after years of mental health care, I am beginning to embrace my sexuality as a
queer woman alongside my traumatic past.
My artwork creates a space where I can be vulnerable about the emotionally
turbulent experience of healing and self-acceptance. I have a fascination with
the narrow divide between shame and pride, aggression and passivity, and
coping versus self-destruction. Despite its traditionally domestic, delicate
technique, embroidery can create a conflicting image of soft hostility that
challenges typical interpretations of beauty.
Living my truth as a queer woman has given me the confidence to look into
the future with hope, where before I couldn’t see any kind of future for myself.
My pride grew slowly, cultivated by LGBTQ+ role models and a radical shift in
the way I viewed myself.

